My LU Current Grads
1. Amutha Saravanan, Gowthamgiri
2. Boppuri, Spoorthy Daniel
3. Dekavadiya, Vaishali
4. Iwuorie, Kelechi Anderson
5. Mallidi, Anil Govinda Reddy
6. Mohammed Maaz,
7. Nagaraja Gowda, Navyashree
8. Parisa, Chandrasekhar
9. Patel, Jay Vaishal
10. Rajavelu Sathyavelu, Kumaravelu
11. Rathore, Virendra Singh
12. Shukla, Shivam Rajankumar
13. Singh, Navdeep
14. Vaghela, Harsh Ashvinkumar
15. Farah Shahata
16. Longfei Zeng
17. Pankti Rajan Joshi
18. Lisa Owen (Thesis)

My Lakehead MSc Graduate Alumni
19. Curtis Ball, Integrating Databases for Healthcare Interoperability, MSc 2019
20. Jimmy Patel, Gesture Language Recognition using Smart Glove, MSc 2019
21. Parth Patel, Smart Car Environmental Safety System, MSc 2019
22. Ganesh Kumar Dhanapalan, IoT Greet House Using MQTT Protocol, MS 2019
23. Hemaharshini Ragupathy, Low-Cost Robot Arm for Game Playing, MSc 2019
24. Birender veer Singh, Developing Robot Technologies for Controlled, Autonomous and Collaborative Cars, MSc 2019
27. Curtis Ball, Integrating Databases for Healthcare Interoperability, MSc 2019
28. PrekshaDharmesh Shah, MEDICATION EXTRACTION AND DETECTION OF ADVERSE DRUG EVENTS, MSc 2019
29. RekhaRamesh Shenoy, Analyzing FinTech Data, MSc 2018
30. Daotong Dai, Interoperable Healthcare Metadata, MSc 2018
31. Ankit Raj, IoT for Home Automation, MSc 2018
32. JasmeetSingh Grewal, IoT for Home Security, MSc 2018
33. Phillip Osial, Cascading Workflow of Healthcare Services, MSc 2018
34. Kalle Kauranen, Combinator Grammar for Representing Healthcare Workflow Services, MSc 2018
35. KunwarKrishna Swaroop, Cancer Data Analytics, MSc 2018
36. KishanDeepakkumar Patel, Mobile Health Triage using IoT, MSc 2018
37. Rui Duan, Machine Learning of Heart Beats: Anomaly Detection for Emergency Care, MSc 2017
38. MaysunJamal Faisal, Smart Entity Recognition for Improved Sentiment Analysis Over Social Media, MSc 2017
39. Bander Almutairi, Modeling a Case-Based Legal System, MSc 2017
40. Wang, Qiyan, NFC and WiFi Telemarketing: Targeting Mobile Customers , MSc 2017

Modest Advice for Graduate Students:  
https://stearnslab.yale.edu/some-modest-advice-graduate-students
41. Gilbert Emeka Nwankwo, Declarative Cognitive Games, MSc 2017
42. Anis Zahir Prasla, Open Source Mobile App Licensing, MSc 2017
43. Fariz Anwardeen, Crowdsourcing Journalism: The news Mashup Semantics, MSc 2016
44. Manpreet Singh, Mining and Forecasting Financial Data for Investment Trends, MSc 2016
45. Daniel Kaukinen, Healthcare Documentation Interoperability Using JSON-LD, MSc 2016
46. Venkatramana Madireddy, Location Aware Healthcare Applications, MSc 2015
47. Praveen Kumar, Searching Very Big data, MSc 2015
48. Milan Kishorkumar Surani, Identity Protection on Cloud, MSc 2015
49. Vipul Mishra, Healthcare Community of Practice Framework, MSc 2015
50. Anurag Reddy Beechu, Security of Cloud Services, MSc Project 2015
51. Abhishek Ranganathan, Mining Movie Features from Facebook Messages, MSc 2015
52. Agrawal, Amer, Network Intruder Detection, MSc 2016
53. Galvin, Kyle, Developing Mobile Telepresence Over the Air (OTA) Services (MSc Project 2014)
54. Raval, Bhargav, Developing Techniques for Big Data Analytics (MSc Project 2014)
55. Ryan, Devin, Data Mining Techniques for Evaluating Movie Reviews, (MSc Project, 2013)
56. AlAnzi, Osama: Developing a Mobile Scheduling Dashboard (MSc Project, 2014)
57. AlBaqami, Hezam, Analyzing Privacy on Cloud (MSc Project 2015)
58. AlHarbi, Ahmed, Development of Content Management Systems (MSc Project 2013)

GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR THESIS OR DISSERTATION

https://www.grad.ubc.ca/current-students/professional-development/getting-started-your-thesis-or-dissertation

Suggested Thesis/Project Template:
https://www.uvic.ca/graduatestudies/resourcesfor/students/thesis/index.php